Why you should buy from CycleRecycle.

We Listen - You need the bicycle that’s right for your particular rider experience and our staff
will listen to your needs and help you choose. We will provide you with FREE honest
information so that you may make an informed choice. We offer a wide selection of bicycles for
different people and uses. We can provide expert assistance in selecting the proper bike type
and model.
We can Fit - Bicycles come in different sizes and they’re very adjustable. We find the right frame
size for you and then dial in the fit by positioning the saddle and handlebars, brake levers and
shifters as required. This ensures comfort and that you’re in complete control of your bike for
safety. Our goal is to make your new bike as comfortable to ride and as easy to pedal as
possible.
We Advise -We’re staffed by knowledgeable and enthusiastic cyclists who love to share their
expertise. Need to learn how to shift, fix a flat, carry gear, pump your tires? Want to find the
best places to ride or friends to pedal with? Just ask, and we’ll be more than happy to help.
Please feel free to browse the links on this web site that has much of this information that you
can view at your own schedule.
We Service and Maintain - In order to receive the full benefit of a quality bicycle, these
machines require maintenance. One of the most important services is the first tune-up, which is
due after you’ve ridden your new bike for a few weeks. During this time, cables may stretch,
spokes might loosen and adjustments could change. For your new bicycle to ride right and last
as long as possible, we provide a free 6 week tune-up where we thoroughly check all systems
We Guarantee What We Sell - We stand behind every bike we sell. If something goes wrong,
bring it in and we’ll be happy to deal with it. Every manufacturer warrants their bicycles
protecting your purchase. When warranty work is required we assist you through the entire
process. We are here to help you get the most out of your bicycle.
We Provide Quality and Value - We don’t just stock any bicycles — we stock Claud Butler,
Raleigh, DiamondBack and many more. Because we stand behind our products, we find and
carry only the finest bicycle brands. Which means that you get a great bike that will last and last
with little more than regular care and maintenance. We strive to offer you a safe, serviceable,
reliably working bicycle that will result in years of cycling pleasure.
We Can Accessorize - Cycling is most fun when you have the right gear to go along with that
new bike. Our store has a broad selection of top-quality accessories and equipment such as
helmets, locks, pumps, hydration systems, computers, and plenty of other goodies designed to
help you enjoy riding. We can also personalize your bicycle to make it uniquely yours, just ask us
how. We are happy to advise which choices are right for you.
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